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Abstract

Today’s increasingly digital societies and markets mandate consistent procedures for the access, processing and

storage of information. A recurrent theme is the need for regulatory-compliant storage as an essential underpinning

enforcing long-term data retention and life-cycle policies.

Here we introduce a Write-Once Read-Many (WORM) storage system providing strong assurances of data

retention and compliant migration, by leveraging trusted secure hardware in close data proximity.

This is important because existing compliance storage products and research prototypes are fundamentally

vulnerable to faulty or malicious behavior, as they rely on simple enforcement primitives that are ill-suited for

their threat model.

This is hard because tamper-proof processing elements are significantly constrained in both computation ability

and memory capacity – as heat dissipation concerns under tamper-resistant requirements limit their maximum

allowable spatial gate-density.

We achieve efficiency by (i) ensuring the secure hardware is accessed sparsely, minimizing the associated

overhead for expected transaction loads, and (ii) using adaptive overhead-amortized constructs to enforce WORM

semantics at the throughput rate of the storage servers ordinary processors during burst periods. With a single

secure co-processor, on commodity x86 hardware, the architecture can support unlimited read throughputs and

over 2500 write transactions per second.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over 10,000 regulations govern the management of information in the US alone [89], in financial, life sciences,

health-care industries and the government. These regulations impose a wide range of regulatory policies, ranging

from information life-cycle management (e.g., mandatory data retention and deletion) to audit trails and storage

confidentiality. Examples include the Gramm-Leach-BlileyAct [65], the Health Insurance Portability and Ac-

countability Act [94] (HIPAA), the Federal Information Security Management Act [95], the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
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[96], the Securities and Exchange Commission rule 17a-4 [93], the DOD Records Management Program under

directive 5015.2 [90], the Food and Drug Administration 21 CFR Part 11 [92], and the Family Educational Rights

and Privacy Act [91].

In Europe, the Directive 95/46/EC of the EU on the protectionof personal data, provides privacy and security

guarantees for personal information [70]. In addition, many EU members have their own data protection laws;

e.g., the UK Data Protection Act of 1998 [69] requires mandatory disposal of personal information after a given

retention period, logging of alterations, and strict confidentiality. In Japan, the Financial Instruments and Exchange

Law of 2006 [16] regulates financial settings and similar laws can be found in Canada [67], Australia [79] etc.

A recurrent theme to be found in these regulations is the needfor regulatory-compliant storage as an under-

pinning to deliver Write Once Read Many (WORM) assurances, essential for enforcing long-term data retention

and life-cycle policies. Main requirements are:

Guaranteed Retention. One main goal of compliance storage is to support WORM semantics: once written,

data cannot be undetectably altered or deleted before theirregulation-mandated life span end, even with insiders’

physical access.

Secure Deletion. Once a record has reached the end of its lifespan, it can (and in some cases must) be deleted.

Deleted records should not be recoverable even with unrestricted access to the underlying storage medium;

moreover, deletion should leave no hints of their existenceat the storage server.

Compliant Migration. Retention periods are measured in years, e.g., intelligence information, educational and

health records have retention periods of over 20 years. Accordingly, compliant data migrationmechanisms are

required to transfer information from obsolete to new storages while preserving the associated security assurances.

An example of the above requirements can be found in HIPAA [94] (under SEC. 1173 (d), “Security Standards

for Health Information”), which mandates “safeguards [. . .] to ensure the integrity [. . . ] of the information” and

“to protect against any reasonably anticipated [. . . ] threats or hazards to the [. . . ] integrity of the information”

(e.g., once stored).

We note thatdata confidentiality, authentication andaccess control, are other essential security dimensions

in such frameworks, but do not constitute the main focus here.

A common thread running through many of these regulations isthe perception of powerful insiders as the primary

adversary. These adversaries have superuser powers coupled with full access to the hardware. This corresponds to

the perception that much recent corporate malfeasance has been at the behest of CEOs and CFOs, who also have

the power to order the destruction or alteration of incriminating records. Since the visible alteration or destruction

of records is tantamount to an admission of guilt in the context of litigation, a successful adversary must perform

their misdeedsundetectably.
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Major storage vendors have responded by offering compliance storage and WORM products, including IBM

[44], HP [36], EMC [20], Hitachi Data Systems [35], Zantaz [98], StorageTek [84], Sun Microsystem [86] Network

Appliance [66] and Quantum Inc. [73].

Unfortunately, these products and research prototypes do not satisfy the requirements outlined above. There

are fundamental vulnerabilities to faulty or malicious behavior, because of the reliance on simple enforcement

primitives such as software and/or simple hardware device-hosted on/off switches – ill-suited to the target (insider)

threat model. In practice, these first-generation mechanisms allow an insider using off-the-shelf resources to

replicate illicitly modified versions of data onto seemingly-identical storage units without detection.

As an example, consider a recent IBM US patent for a disk-based WORM system whose drives selectively and

permanently disable their write mode by using programmableread only memory PROMs:

“One method of use employs selectively blowing a PROM fuse inthe ... hard disk drive to prevent further

writing to a corresponding disk surface in the hard disk drive. A second method of use employs selectively

blowing a PROM fuse in processor-accessible memory, to prevent further writing to a section of logical block

addresses (LBAs) corresponding to a respective set of data sectors ...” [45].

Such methods do not provide strong WORM guarantees. Using off-the-shelf resources, an insider can penetrate

storage medium enclosures to access the underlying data (and any flash-based checksum storage). She can then

surreptitiously replace a device by copying an illicitly modified version of the stored data onto a identical

replacement unit. Maintaining integrity-authenticatingchecksums at device or software level does not prevent

this attack, due to the lack of tamper-resistant storage forkeying material. By accessing integrity checksum keys,

the adversary can construct a new matching checksum for the modified data on the replacement device, thus

remaining undetected. Even if we add tamper-resistant storage for keying material [10], a superuser is likely to

have access to keys while they are in active use: achieving reasonable data throughputs will require integrity keys

to be available in main memory for the main (untrusted) run-time data processing components.

More generally, the design of compliance storage is extremely challenging due to the conflict between security,

cost-effectiveness, and efficiency. Yet another complicating factor is the often decades-long retention periods; it

is unrealistic to expect data to reside on the same device forso long, thus mandating efficient secure migration

mechanisms. To defend against insiders, we need processingcomponents that are both tamper-resistant andactive,

such as general-purpose trustworthy hardware. By offeringthe ability to run logic within a secured enclosure,

such devices allow fundamentally new paradigms of trust. Trust chains spanning untrusted and possibly hostile

environments can now be built. The trusted hardware will runcertified logic; close proximity to data coupled with

tamper-resistance guarantees allow an optimal balancing and partial decoupling of the efficiency/security trade-off.

Assurances can now be both efficient and secure.
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However, the practical limitations of trusted devices posea set of significant challenges in achieving sound

regulatory-compliance. Specifically, heat dissipation concerns under tamper-resistant requirements limit the max-

imum allowable spatial gate-density. As a result, general-purpose secure coprocessors (SCPUs) are significantly

constrained in both computation ability and memory capacity, often being up to one order of magnitude slower

than host CPUs.

Nevertheless, it is tempting to think thattamper-proofingdisks 1 and/or entire server enclosures would solve

the problem. We note that, due to the same reasons why SCPUs are hard to design and certify (the inability to

properly dissipate heat through a tamper-proof enclosure,and the security assurance and certification process)

this is a very difficult task to attain for any reasonable price and has not been achieved. This is one of the main

reasons why the IBM 4764/4758 secure CPUs have taken half a decade and several tens of millions of dollars to

develop and certify to FIPS 140-2 security level 4 [3, 6, 18, 83].

The constraints imposed by the tamperproof design of SCPUs mandate careful consideration in achieving

efficient protocols. Straight-forward implementations ofthe full processing logicinsideSCPUs are bound to fail

in practice simply due to lack of performance. The server’s main CPUs will remain starkly under-utilized and the

entire cost-proposition of having fast untrusted main CPUsand expensive slower secured CPUs will be defeated.

Here we propose to leverage secure trusted hardware to achieve strong and practical regulatory compliance for

storage systems in realistic adversarial settings. We identify essential vulnerabilities in existing regulatory compliant

systems and the requirement for strong mechanisms. We first introduce a design for a compliance storage system

that offers guaranteed record retention and compliant migration. We show our architecture to be practical. With

a single secure co-processor, on commodity x86 hardware, itcan support over 2500 transactions per second.

II. M ODEL

A. Economics and Threat Model.

In the threat model for compliance storage, a legitimate user Alice (e.g., the data owner, see Figure 1) creates

and stores a recordR onto WORM storage. Later,R’s existence is regretted and Alice (acting in effect as a

malicious “Mallory”) will do everything she can to prevent Bob (e.g., federal investigators) from accessingR or

inferring its existence. The main purpose of WORM is to defend against such an Mallory. Moreover, as she may

have superuser powers, and direct physical access to the hardware, we cannot rely on conventional file/storage

system access control mechanisms [30, 59] or data outsourcing techniques [17, 39, 54, 64] to ensure that records

can only be modified in compliance.

1We note thattamper-proofdisks are by definition and associated adversarial model (physical access attacks) very different from
encryptiondisks [46, 76], a mature, successfully deployed technology, handling a different adversarial model (software attacks).
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Fig. 1. WORM prevents history “re-writing”.

To prevent physical attacks, strong tamper-resistant and reactive hardware is required. Moreover, in financial

industries insiders with multi-billion dollars worth of incentives to alter data records, are common. Given that the

deployment domain of the WORM solution is not pre-determined, the tamper-proof assurances of the hardware

device should be designed to match the most powerful of adversaries. The National Institute of Standard and

Technology has established standards for the security of cryptographic modules and specifically for physical

properties and tamper-resistance thereof [8]. The FIPS 140-2 Level 4 certification is at present the highest-

attainable hardware security in non-classified domains. Accordingly, in this paper we deploy FIPS 140-2 Level 4

certified hardware.

Moreover, due to the data intensive nature of the application, such hardware should allow the execution of

WORM logic inside its trusted enclosure. This is one of the reasons why passive hardware such as specified by

the Trusted Platform Module [10] specifications of the Trusted Computing Group [9] can not be deployed here.

The TPM specifies a micro-controller that stores keys, passwords and digital certificates. It should be designed to

be connected to the main circuitry of computing devices (such as PC motherboards) and ensures that the stored

data is secure from external software attacks or physical theft. However, the TPM

“can only act as a ‘slave’ to higher level services and applications by storing and reporting pre-runtime

configuration information. [. . . ] At no time can the TCG building blocks ‘control’ the system or report the

status of applications that are running” [10].

This passive nature limits the TPM’s utility in storage subsystems that require active processing, such as WORM,

trustworthy indexing, deletion and migration. [5]. Moreover, the TPM cost, incentive and security models are

simply too weak for the strongly secure requirements of major deployment settings of WORM, as has been

shown repeatedly in recent, simple, yet effective attacks [1, 49] mounted with almost no or very limited cheap

off-the-shelf resources.
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Properties Retention Migration Secure Deletion
Software Attacks (a) premature deletion (c) in-transit alteration (e) insider “remembers” data past deletion
Physical Attacks (b) media destruction (d) replace physical disks (f) The disk does not perform deletion

TABLE I

WORM ATTACKS. THIS PAPER DETECTS(A) THROUGH (D), YET DOES NOT HANDLE(E) OR (F). DATA OWNERS HAVE ALWAYS THE

NATURAL CHOICE OF “ REMEMBERING” RECORDS PAST THEIR REGULATION-MANDATED RETENTION PERIODS, OR DESTROYING

HARDWARE TO DELETE RECORDS BEFORE EXPIRATION. YET, THE MAIN GOAL OF THIS WORK IS TO PROTECT DATA FROM BEING

ALTERED OR DELETED BEFORE ITS REGULATION-MANDATED LIFE SPAN END undetectably, EVEN WITH PHYSICAL ACCESS.

Regarding the requirements ofsecure deletion(at the end of mandated retention periods) that can often be found

in regulation, we note that Alice has always the natural choice of “remembering” records past their regulation-

mandated retention period, e.g., in non-regulated outsidestorage. Thus, in the WORM adversarial model we can

focus mainly on preventing Alice from “rewriting” history,rather than “remembering” it. Additionally, we prevent

the rushed removal of records before their retention periods.

B. Deployment

Fig. 2. x3755

Given the applied nature of this work, we believe it is important to briefly discuss the

deployment environment. A typical compliant storage cluster contains enterprise disk array

subsystems (usually hosted within multiple physical racks) and a set of multi-CPU data

management servers, interconnected by fast network switches. IBM’s System Storage DS4200

Express Model 7V disk storage system [40] (Figure 3) and IBM’s System x3755 [41] (Figure

2) are representative of the first two components.

Fig. 3. DS4200

To enforce strong WORM semantics, we are augmenting the servers with a set of trusted

FIPS 140-2 Level 4 certified hardware components as main points of processing trust and

tamper-proof assurances. Our architecture employs trusted general-purpose hardware such as

the IBM 4758 PCI [3] and the newer IBM 4764 PCI-X [6] cryptographic coprocessors. [7].

The IBM 4764 (Figure 4) is PowerPC-based and runs embedded Linux.

Fig. 4. 4764

The 4758 is based on a Intel 486 architecture and is preloadedwith a compact runtime

environment that allows the loading of arbitrary external certified code. The CPUs can be

custom programmed. Moreover, they (4758 models 2 and 23 and 4764 model 1) are compatible

with the IBM Common Cryptographic Architecture (CCA) API [4]. The CCA implements

common cryptographic services such as random number generation, key management, digital

signatures, and encryption (DES/3DES,RSA). If physicallyattacked, the devices destroy internal state (in a process

powered by internal long-term batteries) and shut down in accordance with the FIPS 140-2 certification.

Critical portions of the WORM logic run inside the trusted enclosure and benefit from its assurances against

physical compromise. However, as explained above, these CPUs have limited computation ability and memory
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(main heat producer) capacity, making them orders of magnitude slower than ordinary CPUs (see table IV).

Therefore such hardware can be used only as a severely constrained aide.

Note on timestamps:At various points in this paper timestamps generated by the SCPU are deployed to assert

the freshness of integrity constructs. In this context it isimportant to note that the considered SCPUs maintain

internal, accurate clocks protected by their tamper-proofenclosure. This precludes the requirement for additional

handling of time synchronization attacks by the insider adversary. Specifically, as long as the client clocks are

relatively accurate (these clocks are not under the controlof the server), time synchronization is not an issue. On

the other hand, handling the possibility of failures and skews in the SCPU clock is out of scope here.

C. Cryptographic Tools

We use the termencryptionto denote any semantically secure (IND-CPA) encryption mechanism [31], unless

specified otherwise. The approaches discussed here do not depend on any specific instance thereof. Aone-way

cryptographic hashhash() is a fixed-sized output function such that (i) it is computationally infeasible, for a given

valueV′, to find aV such thathash(V) = V′, (ii) it is computationally infeasible, to find two valuesV, V ′, such

that hash(V) = hash(V′), (iii) changing even one bit of the hash input causes random changes to all the output

bits with 50% probability. (i.e., roughly half of them change even if one bit of the input is flipped). Candidates are

the MD5 (fast) or the SHA 1/2 classes (secure) [26, 56, 78]. Weconsider ideal, collision-free hashes and strongly

un-forgeable signatures.

Merkle (hash) trees[57] enable the authentication of item sets by using only a small amount of information. In

the hash tree corresponding to data itemsS = {x1, . . . , xn}, each node is a cryptographic hash of the concatenation

(or other combination) of its children. The tree is constructed bottom-up, starting with cryptographic hashes of

the leaves. The verifying party stores the root of the tree orotherwise authenticates it. To later verify that an item

x belongs toS, all the siblings of the nodes in the path fromx to the root are sufficient in reconstructing the root

value and comparing it with the authenticated root value. The strength of this authentication mechanism lies in

the above-mentioned properties of the cryptographic hashes. Merkle trees offer a computation-storage trade-off:

the small size of the information that is kept at the authenticator’s site is balanced by the additional computation

(hashinglog n items) and communication overheads. As suggested in the data outsourcing literature (where the

adversary is an outsider), Merkle trees are a useful tool in guaranteeing data integrity. However, in a compliance

storage environment, where new records are constantly being added to the store, Merkle tree updates (O(log n)

costs) can be a performance bottleneck. Our solution will overcome this by deploying a simple yet efficient range

authentication technique relying on the certifying entire“windows” of allocated records (withO(1) update costs).
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III. RELATED WORK

In this section we discuss existing WORM mechanisms as well as a set of related research areas such as

encryption and versioning file systems.

Tape-based WORM. The Quantum DLTSage predictive, preventative and diagnostic tools for tape storage

environments [73] are representative of tape-based WORM. Their WORM assurances are provided under the

assumption that only Quantum tape-readers are deployed.

“DLTSage WORM provides features to assure compliance, placing an electronic key on each cartridge to

ensure WORM integrity. This unique identifier cannot be altered, providing a tamper-proof archive cartridge

that meets stringent compliance requirements to ensure integrity protection and full accessibility with reliable

duplication.” [73].

Given the nature of magnetic tape, an attacker can easily dismantle the plastic tape enclosure and access

underlying data on a different customized reader. Relying on the physical integrity of a “plastic yellow label” to

safeguard compliance data is unacceptable.

Optical-disk WORM. Optical disk WORM guarantees rely on irreversible physicalprimitive write effects to

ensure the inability to alter existing content. However, this very inability makes optical disks unsuited for scenarios

with variable retention periods. Moreover, slow performance, small data capacity, and the inability to fine-tune

secure deletion granularity limit their use in compliance scenarios. Further, optical disks are vulnerable to simple

data replication attacks. Nevertheless, because it is faster than tape and cheaper than hard disk, optical WORM

is often deployed as a secondary, high-latency storage medium in the framework of a hard disk-based solution.

Care needs to be taken in establishing points of trust and data integrity when information leaves the secured hard

disk store for the optical media. As we will discuss below, such integrity assurances can be maintained with the

help of the secure hardware hosted inside the main store.

Hard disk-based WORM. Magnetic disk recording currently offers better overall cost and performance than

optical or tape recording. Thus almost all recently-introduced WORM storage devices are built atop conventional

rewritable magnetic disks, with write-once semantics enforced through software (“soft-WORM”). The EMC

Centera Compliance Edition [20] is representative of such soft-WORM offerings. It is a content addressed storage

(CAS) product that also offers regulatory compliance capabilities. Each data record
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Fig. 5. “Soft-WORM” approaches without the support of tamper-proof hardware are vulnerable to adversaries with physical
access to the data store.

“has two components: the content and its associated contentdescriptor file (CDF) that is directly linked to

the stored object (business record, e-mail, etc.). A digital fingerprint derived from the content itself is the

content’s locator (content address). The CDF contains metadata record attributes (e.g., creation date, time,

format) and the object’s content address. The CDF is used foraccess to and management of the record.

Within this CDF, the application will assign a retention period for each individual business record. Centera

will permit deletion of a pointer to a record upon expirationof the retention period. Once the last pointer to

a record has been so deleted, the object will be eliminated” [20]

Given its software-only nature, this approach is vulnerable to simple software or physical direct disk-access

attacks as described above. Data integrity can be easily compromised. The same problems arise with the soft-

WORM compliance products from Hitachi [35], IBM’s LockVault [42], the IBM System Storage Archive Manager

[43, 44], Network Appliance’s Snaplock [66], and Sun StorageTek’s Compliance Archiving Software [85, 86].

Worth noting is the work by Huang et.al. [38], which introduces “content immutable storage”, a mostly

soft-WORM storage system that must satisfy the following properties: “1) offer overwrite protection that is secure

even against inside attacks; 2) efficiently support index mechanisms; 3) allow records to be properly disposed of

after they have expired; and 4) be low cost yet reliable” [38].

Unfortunately, while the above desiderata are well formulated and appropriate, the proposed mechanisms stop

short of delivering in a realistic adversarial setting. Specifically, insiders with super-user powers and physical

access can simply open the magnetic drive enclosures and alter the underlying media while remaining un-detected.

Attempts to prevent this by storing checksum data at locations logically un-addressable from user-land are bound

to fail for an insider with full super-user privileges and physical access to the device.

Note on tamper-proofing commodity hardware: Proposing to provide tamper-proof disks to solve this is a

worthy initiative, yet very difficult to attain in practice exactly due to the same reasons why SCPUs are hard to

design and certify, namely the inability to properly dissipate heat through a tamper-proof enclosure. This is one
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of the main reasons why the IBM 4764/4758 secure CPUs have taken half a decade and several tens of millions

of dollars to develop and certify to FIPS 140-2 security level 4 [3, 6, 18, 83]2.

Moreover, even if such devices would be designed, as in any normal system operation, the associated magnetic

media MTBFs will lead to several failed disks per day. If eachdisk is indeed designed for tamper-proofness, their

cost will be comparable to the cost of SCPUs – where a major part of the cost is the certification process and the

tamper-proof enclosure – leading to maintenance costs of hundreds of thousands of dollars per day. This scheme

thus violates requirement (4) as well as a desiderata of a having a “small trusted computing base” (after all, all

the disks are now to be trusted).

We note thattamper-proofdisks are by definition and associated adversarial model (physical access attacks)

very different from existingencryptiondisks [46, 76], a mature, successfully deployed technology, handling a

different adversarial model (software attacks).

Ultimately, without a reliable, cost-effective tamper-proof point of trust, this chicken-egg circularity can simply

not be solved in the considered adversarial model.

In addition to the above drawbacks, it also seems that the paper does not respect the usual semantics associated

with mandatory data retention by introducing and allowing an append operation. Imagine an email sent by an

Enron executive that specifies “Sell immediately the stock”. After this has been committed into a WORM store,

it becomes clear that such a “sell” might be illegal. If the WORM store allows appends, all the executive has

to do is append something like “ after December 2020” yielding a message that loses its original semantics. In

other words, most data retention regulations refer usuallyto the mandated retention not only of the data itself

but mostly of the semantics thereof. Allowing un-checked append operations violates this requirement. Properly

implemented appends should provide authenticated access logs, however, it is unclear what benefits that would

bring at this layer. Instead, it seems a versioning file system could be implemented on top of a no-append WORM

store to achieve the same functionality.

Versioning File Systems. Versioning file systems [62, 71, 77] trace and store file changes, making user actions

revocable. In [77], the file system determines which old versions of a file to retain and for how long, using a

combination of user specified policies and information extracted from file-edit histories. With digital audit trails

for versioning file systems [71], the user publishes a small amount of data to a third party, thus committing to a

version history. The published data can be later used in auditing to verify the contents of the file system.

While presenting some conceptual similarities to our work,such approaches suffer from (i) significant privacy

concerns – few companies would trust third parties with their internal transaction data, (ii) a set of often impractical

2It is similarly tempting to suggest the ability to tamper-proof entire server enclosures. Due to the same reasons (above), this would be
prohibitive in terms of performance, cost and time-to-market.
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assumptions with grave scalability problems – the existence of a globally trusted third party that can support

trillions of transactions per second – from the millions of companies registered in the U.S. alone, and (iii)

performance drawbacks – network-limited bandwidth and high latency. Moreover, it is likely that the comparably

small costs of SCPUs3 would simply not justify a network-centric solution with all its drawbacks.

Provenance-Aware Storage. A Provenance-Aware Storage System (PASS) [63] automatically collects and

maintains “provenance” of documents, which is defined as thecomplete execution history that produced them. In

effect this enables the identification of the specific workflow that produced a certain record. Provenance information

also allows the tracking of any data changes between programinvocations [33].

Integrity-Assured Storage. Tripwire [50, 51] verifies stored file integrity at scheduledintervals of time. File

systems such as I3FS [48] and GFS [29], and Checksummed NCryptfs [82] perform online real-time integrity

verification. Venti [74] is an archival storage system that performs integrity assurance on read-only data. SUNDR

[53] is a network file system designed to store data securely on untrusted servers and allow clients to detect

unauthorized accesses as long as they see each other’s file modifications.

Encrypted Storage. Many researchers have proposed file-system-level support for encryption [13, 14, 32, 34, 47,

55, 58, 97]. If native disk support for encryption is not available, these software approaches can fill the role, though

at slower speeds. Some of these systems also support data integrity, yet not under the WORM adversarial model.

IV. A RCHITECTURE

A. Overview

We achieve strongly compliant storage in adversarial settings by deploying tamper-resistant, general-purpose

trustworthy hardware, running certified logic at the serversite. As heat-dissipation concerns greatly limit the

performance of such tamper-resistant secure processors (SCPUs), it is essential to design a protocol stack with

minimal impact on cost and efficiency. Specifically, we ensure the access to secure hardware is sparse, to minimize

the SCPU overhead for expected transaction loads. We deployspecial deferred-signature schemes to enforce

WORM semantics at the target throughput rate of the storage servers main processors.

Design Vision. Overall, we believe in the general philosophy outlined by Hsu et al. [38] with the following

principles: (i) increasing the cost and conspicuity of any attack against the system, (ii) focusing on end-to-end

trust, rather than single components, (iii) using a small trusted computing base, isolating trust-critical modules

and making them simple, verifiable and correct, (iv) using a simple, well-defined interface between trusted and

untrusted components, and (v) trusting, but verifying every component and operation.

3IBM 4764 PCI-X SCPUs are currently priced below $8000.
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In line with this philosophy, we believe it is important for the record-level WORM layer to be simple and

efficient. Thus, the focus of this paper is on record-level logic only. Specifically, wedo not discuss name spaces,

indexing or content addressing[11, 19, 25, 37, 60, 61, 75, 87, 90, 94, 99] here, as these do notconstitute the main

thrust, and can be layered conveniently on top.

We would like to note that the mechanisms proposed here can belayered at arbitrary points in a storage stack.

In most implementations we expect a placement either insidea file system (records being files, VRDs acting

effectively as file descriptors), or inside a block-level storage device interface (e.g., for specialized, embedded

scenarios with no namespaces or indexing constraints).

Small Trusted Computing Base. The main intuition behind our design is based on the use of theSCPU

as a trusted witness to any regulated data updates (i.e., writes and deletions). As such, the SCPU is involved in

updatesbut not in reads, thus minimizing the overhead for a query load dominated by read queries. The SCPU

witnessing is designed to allow the main CPU to solely handlereads while providing full WORM assurances to

clients (who only need to trust the SCPU). Specifically, uponreading a regulated data block, clients are offered

SCPU-certified assurances that (i) the block was not tampered with, if the read is successful, or — if the read

fails, either (ii) the block was deleted according to its retention policy, or (iii) it never existed in this store.

No Hash-Tree Authentication. To escape theO(logn) per update cost of the straight-forward choice of

deploying Merkle trees in data authentication, we introduce a novel mechanism with identical assurances but

constant cost per update. To achieve this, we label data blocks with monotonically increasingconsecutive serial

numbers and then introduce a concept of sliding “windows” which can now be authenticated with constant costs by

only signing their boundaries, due to their (consecutive) monotonicity (vs. going up the Merkle tree inO(logn)).

In doing so we lose some Merkle-tree expressiveness not required here, namely the ability to handle arbitrary

(non-numeric) labels.

Peak Performance. During high system-load periods, to further increase throughput we temporarily defer

expensivewitnessing operations (e.g., 1024-bit signatures) with less expensiveshort-term securevariants (e.g., on

512-bit). The short-term security is adaptive and ensures that the system can strengthen these weaker constructs

later, during decreased load periods – but within their security lifetime. Thus, the protocols adaptively amortize

costs over time and gracefully handle high-load update bursts.

B. Building Blocks

In the following we detail the above intuitions and main solution building blocks. We define:

1) Data record. A data item governed by storage-specific regulation. Data records are application specific

and can be files, inodes, database tuples. Records are identified by descriptors (RDs).
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Field Description
SN A system-wide unique 64-80 bit serial number.

attr WORM-related attributes, including creation time, retention period, applicable regulation
policy, shredding algorithm, litigation hold, fflag, MAC, DAC attributes

RDL The RecordDescriptorL ist – a list of physical data record descriptors corresponding to
the current VR{RD1, RD2, ...}.

metasig SCPU signature on (SN, attr ): Ss (SN, attr).

datasig SCPU signature onSN and a chained hash (or other incremental secure hashing [12,15])
of the data records :Ss (SN, Hash (data)).

TABLE II

OUTLINE OF A VRD.2) Virtual record (VR). A VR basically groups a collection of records that fall underthe same regulation

specific requirements (e.g., identical retention period) and need to be handled together. VRs are allowed

to overlap, and records can be part of multiple different VRs(being referenced through different descrip-

tors). This enables a greater flexibility and increased expressiveness for retention policies, while allowing

repeatedly stored objects (such as popular email attachments) to potentially be stored only once.

3) Virtual record descriptor (VRD). A unique, securely issued identifier for a VR. Its structure is outlined in

Table II. A VRD is uniquely identified by a securely issued system-wide serial number (SN), and contains

various retention-policy related attributes (attr), a list of physical data record descriptors (RDL) for the

associated VR data records, and two trusted signatures (metasig and datasig) issued by the SCPU,

authenticating theattr andRDL fields.

4) Virtual record descriptor table (VRDT). A table of VRDs indexed by their corresponding SNs maintained

by the main (un-trusted) CPU on disk.

1) The VRDT structure:The untrusted main CPU maintains (on disk) a table of VRDs (VRDT) indexed by

their corresponding serial numbers. These serial numbers are issued by the SCPU at each update. The SCPU

securely maintains two private signature keys,s andd respectively, that can be verified by WORM data clients.

Their corresponding public key certificates – signed by a regulatory or certificate authority – are made available

to clients by the main CPU.

The SCPU deployss for the metasig anddatasig signatures in the VRD andd to provide deletion “proofs”

that the main CPU can present to clients later requesting thedeleted records. Specifically, when the retention

period for a recordv expires, in the absence of litigation holds, its corresponding entry in the VRDT is replaced

by Sd(v.SN) (v.SN is the unique serial number forv). A VR v can be in one of two mutually-exclusive states:

1) active: data records and attribute integrity is enforced by themetasig = Ss(SN, attr) and

datasig = Ss(SN,Hash(data)) signatures, or

2) expired: with the associated “deletion proof” signatureSd(v.SN) present in the VRDT.

Thus, the VRDT entries contain either the VRD for active VRs,or the signed serial number for records whose
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Fig. 6. Step 1 and Step 2 show that on every write, a new serial number will be generated. The SCPU cooperates with the main CPU
to manage serial numbers. The VRDT entries contain monotonically increasing consecutive serial numbers within a specific window:
[SNbase, SNcurrent]. In Step 3, for each read, the main CPU will check if the SN is outside the window. Any SNs outside this range
have undoubtedly expired and have been deleted (or are not allocated yet) to limit the VRDT’s storage footprint. The unique SN-to-record
associations are certified by a trusted signatureSs.

retention periods have expired (see Figure 6).

Window Management. Serial number issuing and VRDT management are designed to minimize the VRDT-

related storage. The main idea is to use a sliding window mechanism through which previously expired records’

deletion proofs can be safely expelled and replaced with a securely signed lower window bound. To handle the

fact that while some of retention expirations are likely to occur in the order of insertion, this is unlikely to hold

for all records, an additional data structure controlling record expiration will be introduced later.

Specifically, we denote the lowest serial number among all the still activeVRs (whose retention period has not

passed and/or have a litigation hold) asSNbase. Let SNcurrent be the highest currently assigned SN. Then the

window defined by these two values contain all the active VRs (and possibly a few already expired ones). Any

deletion proofs outside of this window are not of WORM-interest any more, and can be securely discarded. Now

the main CPU can convince clients that any of the records outside of the current windows have been rightfully

deleted (or have not been allocated yet) by simply providingSs(SNbase) andSs(SNcurrent) as proofs.

In order to prevent the main CPU using oldSs(SNcurrent) values to maliciously ignore recently added records,

one of two mechanisms need to be applied: (i) upon each access, the client contacts the SCPU directly to retrieve

the currentSs(SNcurrent), or (ii) Ss(SNcurrent) will also contain a timestamp and the client will not accept

values older than a few minutes – and the SCPU will update the signature timestamps on disk every few minutes

(even in the absence of data updates). In general cases, we believe (ii) should be chosen for the following reasons:

in a busy data store, the staleness of the timestamp onSs(SNcurrent) is not an issue, due to the continuously

occurring updates; on the other hand, in an idle system, the small overhead of a signature every few minutes does
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Function Description

write(data,ret,pol,shr) Writes data record, associated with given retention, policy and shredding algorithm.
returns: newVRD

assoc(rd[],ret,pol,shr) Associates set existing RDs under given retention, policy and shredding algorithm.
returns: newVRD

read(sn) Reads from an existing VR.

delete(data,serial) Internal access point used by the SCPU to delete a VR. Not available to clients.

lit hold(sn,C) Notifies of a litigation hold to be set on a VR. This can only be invoked by
returns:VRD authorized regulatory parties with trusted credential:C = Sreg(sn|current time)

lit release(sn,C) Release a previously held litigation lock. Can only be invoked by the regulatory
party owning it.

TABLE III

OUTLINE OF THE WORM INTERFACE.

not impact the overall throughput.

Naturally, to reduce storage requirements, a similar technique can be applied further for different expiration

behaviors. Specifically, if records do not expire in the order of their insertion – likely if the same store is used

with data governed by different regulations – we can define the following convention: the main CPU will be

allowed to replace any contiguous VRDT segment of 3 or more expired VRs with SCPU signatures on theupper

and lower bounds of this deletion “window” defined by the expired SNs segment. This in effect enables multiple

active “windows”, linked by these signed lower/upper boundpairs for the deleted “windows”. Since the signatures

result in additional SCPU overhead, we can deploy these storage reduction techniques during idle cycles.

It is important to note that the upper and lower deletion window bounds will need to be correlated, e.g., by

associating the same unique random window ID to both (e.g., inside the signature envelope). This correlation

prevents the main CPU to combine two unrelated window boundsand thus in effect construct arbitrary windows.

Also, in order to avoid replay attacks of oldSs(SNbase) signatures they will include expiration times. Moreover,

such replays would not achieve much, as the clients have always the option to re-verify the correct record retention

upon read.

2) Retention Policy Conflict Resolution:Because data records are allowed to participate in multipleVRs, it is

important to decide what happens if a record falls under the incidence of two different, potentially contradicting

policies. In the WORM layer, where the main concern lies withsecuring retention policy behavior, the conflicts

to be handled are likely the result of different associated expiration times. For such conflicts, several solutions

are available: (i) do not allow the same data record to participate in multiple VRs (use copies thereof instead), or

(ii) resolve the policy conflict according to predefined conventions.

In (ii), the pre-defined convention should relate to the interpretation of the specific conflicting regulations. One

alternative could be to simply always delete the record at its earliest mandated expiration time. Note that special
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care should be taken if the record is a shared block in the file system. Another alternative could be to force the

record’s retention until its last occurring expiration. The later can be enforced by associating each data record

securely with a reference count of how many VRD are “pointing” to it, and erasing from media only when the

reference count is zero. The implementation of such an association however, is non-trivial. A data structure similar

in function to the VRDT will need to be maintained for the reference counters of each record.

3) WORM Operations:Write. In a write , the following operations are executed. The main CPU writesthe

actual data to the disk, and messages the SCPU with the resulting RDs and the corresponding attributes (such as

regulation policy, retention period and shredding method parameters).Data records and their RD descriptors are

implementation specific and can be inodes, file descriptors,or database tuples.

The SCPU increments the current serial number counter to allocate a SN for this new VR and then generates its

metasig anddatasig signatures. To createdatasig the SCPU is required to read the data associated with the

stored record. In section IV-C.1 we discuss how to reduce this overhead at burst-periods under a slightly weaker

security model (the main CPU will be trusted to providedatasig’s hash; the hash will be verified during idle

times). The evaluation in section V considers both models.

Next, the main CPU creates a VRD, associates it with the specified attributes, as well asdatasig andmetasig,

both provided by the SCPU. The VRD is then written by the main CPU to the VRDT maintained unsecured storage.

Read. To perform a read, a record handle (i.e., theSN ) needs to be provided to the WORM layer. It is important

to note that, as discussed in section IV-A, the associated data indexing andSN management mechanisms are

intentionally not discussed here.

A client’s read operation only requires main CPU cycles. This is important,as query loads are expected to be

often mostly read-only. If a read of a VRv is disallowed on grounds of expired retention, the main CPU will

then either provideSd(v.SN) (proof of deletion), or prove that the serial number ofv is less thanSNbase (thus

rightfully deleted) by providingSs(SNbase). Similarly, in the multiple “windows” solution (see section IV-B.1),

the main CPU will need to provide a SCPU-signed lower and upper bounds for the window of expired SNs that

containsv, as proof ofv’s deletion.

In a successful read the client receives a VRD and the data. Itthen has the option of verifying the SCPU

datasig and metasig signatures4. If the signatures do not match, the client is assured that the data (or the

corresponding VRD) has been prepensely modified or deleted.This is so because the (consecutive) monotonicity

of the serial numbers allow efficient discovery of discrepancies.

Record Expiration. Recordexpiration and their subsequent deletion is controlled by a specialized Retention

4The client must have access to the appropriate SCPU public key certificates (the server can provide them), and have accessto a (roughly)
synchronized time server.
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Fig. 7. The SCPU witnesses retention expiration events. When a record expires (Step 1), the SCPU provides an unforgeableproof of
deletion (the signatureSd(SN)) to the main CPU (Step 2) to present for future read queries ifnecessary (Step 3). The SCPU maintains
a sorted list (VEXP) of next-to-expire SNs and runs a retention monitor (RM) to ensure timely deletion of records.

Monitor (RM) daemon running inside the trusted SCPU enclosure 5. To amortize linear scans of the VRDT while

ensuring timely deletion of records, the SCPU maintains a sorted (on expiration times) list of serial numbers

(VEXP), subject to secure storage space. The VEXP is updatedduring light load periods (e.g., night-time). As

common retention rates are of the order of years, we expect this to not add any additional overhead in practice

(we discuss alternatives to this assumption in Section V). The VEXP is deployed by the SCPU to enable efficient

and timely deletion of records. To this end, the RM is designed to wake up according to the next expiring entry in

VEXP and invokes thedelete operation on this entry. It then sets a wake-up alarm for the next expiration time

and performs a sleep operation to minimize the SCPU processing load. If a new record with an earlier expiration

time is written in the meantime, the SCPU resets the alarm timer to this new expiration time and updates the

VEXP accordingly.

To delete a recordv (Figure 7), the SCPU first invokes the associated storage media-related data shredding

algorithms forv (not discussed). It then provides the main CPU withSd(v.SN), the proof ofv’s rightful deletion

of, which will replacev’s entry in the VRDT. The main CPU can then show this signatureas proof of rightful

deletion to clients.

Note on secure deletion:As discussed in Section II, achieving secure deletion is notthe main aim of this paper.

In any solution, the data owner Alice has always the natural choice of “remembering” records past their regulation-

mandated retention period. Thus nothing can be proven to outside parties to the opposite effect. Nevertheless,

for the benefit of an innocent insider, it is important to provide the ability to ensure secure deletion is triggered

(against any other future threats, internal or external)

Litigation. Often, records involved in ongoing litigation proceedingswill reside in active WORM repositories.

A court can then mandate a litigation hold to be placed on suchactive records, which in effect will prevent their

5Note this is another reason why TPMs cannot be deployed here.
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deletion even if mandated retention periods have expired – such records cannot be deleted until litigation release.

This is achieved through thelit hold andlit releaseentry-points. Both operations will alter theattr field to set a

litigation held flag together with an associated timeout of the hold. This process will be performed by the SCPU,

who will subsequently also updatemetasig.

Litigation holds can be set only by authorized parties identified with appropriate credentials. In their simplest

form, these credentials can be instantiated as a verifiable regulation-authority signature on the record’s SN, the

current time stampC = Sreg(SN, current time) (and an optional litigation identifier). This signature canbe

stored as part of theattr field, e.g., to allow the removal of the hold by the same authority only (or other similar

semantics). This will be achieved by invokinglit release.

Note on failures and operation atomicity: In all of the above operations, failures in timely updates tothe disk-

hosted data structures (e.g., the VRDT) can impact the WORM semantics and leave the store in an inconsistent

state. For example, apparently, failures in the deletion process could cause records to be physically deleted before

their corresponding deletion proofs have been generated. To handle such failures, the recovery process will need

to be carefully designed, e.g., to explore the entries in theVRDT and reconcile them with the records in the

VEXP, ensuring deletion proofs will be generated (upon recovery) for all expired records.Media failuresare

also possible, and do not constitute the subject of the current work. It is unclear whether in general one could

distinguish between a failure-induced read error and a malicious data altering attack. Appropriate resources should

be deployed to prevent this (e.g., redundant storage mechanisms, multiple WORM-compliant off-site backups etc).

Note on forward security: By its very nature, any signature-based solution defendingagainst insider adversaries

by isolated TCBs in hostile environments would have troubleregenerating keys to ensure forward security – since

signature verification must be available to both trusted anduntrusted outsiders. It would be interesting to see if a

private key evolution mechanism can be designed that allowsfor the evolution of also the public key under the

certification authority’s signature!

Yet, with the available RSA constructs currently forward security is not guaranteed, unless special assumptions

can be made regarding a periodic refreshment of signature keys by trusted parties interacting with the SCPU at

key points in time.

a) Migration: In long-lived data scenarios, it is important to enable themigration of data to newer hardware

and infrastructures while preserving regulation specific assurances. Mechanisms need to be devised to allow the

secure transfer of secure WORM-related state maintained bythe SCPU (together with the underlying data) to a new

data store, under the control of its untrusted operator. We propose a method that minimally involves regulatory

authorities yet preserves full security assurances in the migration process. The main challenges are related to

the creation of a secure trust chain spanning untrusted principals and networks. Specifically, the original SCPU
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(SCPU1) should be provided assurances that the migration target environment (SCPU2) is secure and endorsed

by the relevant regulatory authority (RA).

To achieve this, the migration process is initiated by (i) the system operator retrieving a migration certificate

(MC) from the RA. The MC is in effect a signature on a message containing the timestamped identities ofSCPU1

andSCPU2. Upon migration, (ii) the MC is presented toSCPU1 (and possiblySCPU2), who authenticates the

signature of the RA. If this succeeds,SCPU1 is ready to (iii) mutually authenticate and perform a key exchange

with SCPU2, using their internally stored key pairs and certificates.SCPU2 will need backwards-compatible

authentication capabilities, as the default authentication mechanisms ofSCPU2 may be unknown toSCPU1.

This backwards compatibility is relatively easy to achieveas long as the participating certificate authorities (i.e.,

SCPU manufacturer or delegates thereof) still exist and have not been compromised yet. A cross-certification chain

can be set up between the old and the new certification authority root certificates. Once (iii) succeeds,SCPU1

will be ready and willing to transfer WORM and indexing stateon a secure channel provided by an agreed-upon

symmetric key (e.g., using a Diffie-Hellman variant). Afterthe secure state migration is performed, main data

records can be transferred by the main CPUs directly.

The migration process is controlled by an externally run user-land Compliant Migration Manager(CMM). The

CMM is configured to interact with the RA and the certificate authorities, create the communication channels

between the data migration source and target systems, and perform and monitor the raw data transfer between

data stores once the inter-SCPU interaction is completed.

C. Optimizations

1) Limiting SCPU hashing overhead:In the process of creating a VR’sdatasig signature, the SCPU is required

to read and hash the data records associated with the VR. As hinted at in section IV-B.3, to support higher burst-

periods throughputs, we propose to reduce this overhead while only minimally impacting the adversarial model

assumptions (section II-A). Specifically, in the present model, the user Alice is trusted to accurately provide the

data to be stored –only later does Alice regret the storage of certain records. Accordingly, we will extend this

assumption by trusting the main CPU (during high-load periods when no SCPU cycles are available) to accurately

compute (on behalf of the SCPU) the data hash required indatasig. We do not trust blindly however. The SCPU

verifies this trust assumption by re-computing and checkingthese hash values during lower-load times (e.g., when

the update burst is over) or after a certain pre-defined timeout.

This extension does not weaken the WORM defenses significantly, because providing an incorrect hash will be

detected immediately upon verification, and the window of time between record commitment and hash verification

can be kept insignificant in comparison to typical year-longretention rates. In Section V we illustrate the
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performance gains of deploying this scheme.

2) Deferring strong constructs:A second throughput-optimizing method we deploy is to temporarily defer

expensivewitnessing operations (e.g., 1024-bit signatures) with less expensive temporaryshort-term securevariants

(e.g., on 512-bit). This is particularly important during update burst periods. The short-lived signatures will then

be strengthened (e.g., by resigning with strong permanent keys) during decreased load periods –but within their

security lifetime. In effect this optimization amortizes SCPU loads over timeand thus gracefully handles high-load

update bursts.

We use 512-bit RSA signatures as a reference security lower-bound baseline. 512-bit composites could be

factored with several hundred computers in about 2 months around year 2000 [81]. However, despite numerous

efforts [2, 21–24, 27, 52, 80] no significant progress has been made [28] beyond the Number Field Sieve (NFS)

[72] techniques.

To be on the safe side, we assume that today, 512-bit composites can resist no more than a fewtens of minutes

(e.g., 60-180 mins) to factoring attempts by Alice, who may want to do so in order to alter themetasig and

datasig fields. In the WORM adversarial model however, this can only rarely be of concern, as Alice is unlikely

to regret record storage and succeed in breaking the signatures in such a short time.

The intuition then is to deploy fast shorter-lived signatures during burst periods to support high transaction rates.

To achieve an adaptive behavior, optimally balancing the performance-security trade-off, we need to determine

the maximum signature strength we can afford (e.g., bit-length of key) for a given throughput update rate. The

main idea here is to understand how much faster a signature ofx bits is, given as known baseline the time taken

by ann bit signature. This is not difficult, however space constraints prevent further elaboration.

HMACs. We note that an even faster alternative is to replace short-lived signatures with simple and fast

keyed message authentication codes (e.g., HMACs). This would practically remove any authentication bottlenecks

during burst periods, thus allowing practically unlimitedthroughputs at levels only restricted by the SCPU – main

memory bus speeds (e.g.,100 − 1000MB/s). The only drawback of this method is the inability of clients to

verify any of the HMACed committed records until they are effectively signed by the SCPU. We believe that in

a production environment such HMACs will be the prevalent design choice.

3) Efficient Record Expiration Support Structures.:As discussed in Section IV-B, to ensure timely deletion of

expired records, a sorted list of SNs for records in order of their expiration times is maintained in a special linear

data structure (VEXP) inside the SCPU. Naturally, due to memory limitations, the VEXP may not hold the SNs

for the whole database.

So far we considered a solution in which the VEXP is sufficiently large to keep up with the data specific

regulation-mandated expiration rates. In Section IV-B.3 we proposed that the VEXP is updated with fresh entries
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from the VRDT in times of light load (a scan of the VRDT is required to do so). We call this (1) the “VEXP”

solution. While we believe this is a reasonable assumption –especially given the year-long retention periods that

are usually mandated – we would like to also explore what happens in situations when the expiration rate is high

enough to deplete the VEXP data structure before “light load” times come around.

Specifically, when depleted, the SCPU will have to suspend other jobs and scan the VRDT to replenish the

VEXP. But linear scanning of the VRDT may be expensive due to the fact that records do not appear in the order

of their expiration times. Thus, additional solutions are required to enforce more efficient deletion mechanisms.

In addition to updating the VEXP during light load periods, we propose two alternative solutions. One idea

consists of maintaining an authenticated B-Tree index (in un-trusted storage) – instead of a SCPU-internal, limited

size VEXP structure – sorting the entries in the VRDT in theirincreasing expiration times. The retention monitor

(RM) running inside the SCPU will simply check the B-Tree to determine the records that are to be expired next.

The B-Tree will be updated in the write operation at the same time as the VRDT. It will be authenticated by

simply maintaining a hash-tree on top of it, enforcing its authenticity and structural integrity assurances as in the

verifiable B-trees of [68]. Thus, when the VEXP empties, the SCPU can replenish it with a sorted list of SNs by

just reading in the corresponding B-Tree leaves. We call this (2) the “pre-sorted” expiration handling solution.

Further, instead of updating the B-Tree for every record insertion, an update buffer can be deployed to reduce

the update overhead during bursts. The intuition behind using a buffer is to amortize the cost for each update by

buffering the insertions and committing them to the B-Tree in batches. Specifically, the buffer is used to cache the

incoming write updates (to avoid the direct B-Tree update cost in real time). Then, periodically, the elements in

the buffer are inserted in the B-Tree by bulk-loading. This is likely to yield significant benefits because a majority

of incoming records are likely to not be expiring anytime soon, thus buffering wait-times are not a problem.

Ultimately, the advantage of using a buffer is obtaining high instantaneous throughput in insertion burst periods

while keeping the amortized performance roughly the same asthe pre-sorted solution. To authenticate the buffer,

a simple signed cryptographic hash chain checksum [78] is deployed that enables the SCPU to verify the buffer’s

integrity upon read. This is important to prevent the serverfrom surreptitiously removing entries from the buffer

before the SCPU had a chance to empty it into the B-tree by bulk-loading. We call this (3) the “pre-sorted with

buffering” solution.

V. EVALUATION

The introduced architecture naturally satisfies importantWORM assurances: data integrity and non-repudiation.

Theorem 1:Data records committed to WORM storage can not be altered or removed undetected.(data

integrity)
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Fig. 8. (a) Write time variation with record size. The partially-linear time variation is due to hashing and input transfer speed. The
optimization method with a deferred data hashing step (section IV-C.1) results in a 2ms constant update time regardlessof record size.
(b) Throughput variation with record size. Up to 350 updates/sec can be supported for smaller records. By deferring the data hashing
we obtain a constant throughput of about 400-500 updates/second. (c) Throughput variation with record size (using the deferred strong
constructs optimization). With deferred signatures, the improvement is significant, reaching 2000-2500 records/s.

Proof: Any adversarial attempt to delete or modify the data will be detected, since all data modifications

are witnessed by the SCPU and signed for securely. The proof then reduces directly to the un-forgeability of the

deployed signatures and the non-invertible, collision-free nature of the hashes.

Theorem 2:Insiders with super-user powers are unable to “hide” activedata records from querying clients by

claiming they have expired or were not stored in the first place. (non-repudiation)

Proof: Any claim of deletion need to be accompanied by a proof thereof. This proof is a strong, unforgeable

signature that can only be generated by the SCPU at record expiration. Claiming previously committed records

have not been actually stored is prevented by the (consecutive) monotonicity of the SNs.

Performance Upper-Bounds. We consider a single-CPU/SCPU system setup consisting of a unsecured main

CPU (P4 @ 3.4 Ghz) and the IBM 4764-001 PCI-X Cryptographic Coprocessor [6]. In table IV we introduce

several of the key performance elements of both the SCPU and the P4. We chose not to discuss here main CPU and

storage I/O costs which are instance specific and do not pertain to the WORM layer. We aim mainly to determine

the maximum supported transaction rates, in the presence ofupdate witnessing by the SCPU. Specifically, we are

concerned with the overheads introduced by SCPU data hashing, and themetasig anddatasig signatures. For

datasig we have:

Tdatasig(x) = Thd
(x) + Tsd

+ Tind
(x) + Toutd

(1)

wherex is the size of the data records,Thd
(x) represents the hashing time,Tsd

is the SCPU signature time, and

Tind
(x) represents the transfer time for the inbound data in the hashing process. The overheads associated with

metasig consist mainly in a SCPU signature on theSN andattr fields (<1KB in size) – we will approximate

the Tmetasig(x) value with the SCPU signature time. We denoteT (x) = Tdatasig(x) + Tmetasig(x).

In Figure 8 (a) a plot of T(x) is presented for the considered hardware. Due to the hardware nature of the SHA-1

hashing engine we encountered a partially-linear variation of writing time, starting at approximately 3ms for small
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Function Context IBM 4764 P4 @ 3.4Ghz

RSA sig. 512 bits 4200/s (est.) 1315/s
1024 bits 848/s 261/s
2048 bits 316-470/s 43/s

RSA verif. 512 bits 6200/s (est.) 16000/s
1024 bits 1157-1242/s 5324/s
2048 bits 976-1087/s 1613/s

SHA-1 1KB blk. 1.42 MB/s 80 MB/s
64 KB blk. 18.6 MB/s 120+ MB/s
1 MB blk. 21-24 MB/s

DMA xfer end-to-end 75-90 MB/s 1+ GB/s

CPU freq 266MHz 3400Mhz

RAM 16-32MB 2-4GB

TABLE IV

HARDWARE PERFORMANCEOVERVIEW. SCPUS (E.G., IBM 4764-001 PCI-X)ARE ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE SLOWER FOR GENERAL

PURPOSE COMPUTATION THAN MAINCPUS (PENTIUM 4, 3.4GHZ, OPENSSL 0.9.7F). ON THE OTHER HAND, THE CRYPTO

ACCELERATION IN THE SCPUSHOWS IN DIRECT SPEEDUP OF CRYPTO OPERATIONS. ALSO OPTIMIZED KEY SETUPS MIGHT RESULT IN

SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT NUMBERS FOR THE MAINCPU.

records of a few KB (300 records/second). The two thresholdsat 64 KB and 1 MB-records mark improvements

obtained by hashing larger blocks of data. Specifically, thehashed block size is increased from 1024 bits to 64 KB

and from 64 KB to 1 MB respectively (see table IV). The figure also depicts the writing time for the optimization

method where SCPU hashing costs are deferred (see section IV-C.1). In this case, each write takes no more than

2ms/record (500 records/second). Figure 8 (b) shows throughput as a function of record size.

In Figure 8 (c) it can be seen that the deferred strong constructs optimization (section IV-C.2) yields significant

throughput increases. With 512-bit signatures, burst update rates of over 2000 - 2500 records/second can be

sustained for 60-180 minutes (the life-time of the short-lived constructs).

As the SCPU is not involved inreads, the only WORM-related overhead there is constituted by theoptional

records signature verification. We note that for normal operation this should not be an issue, as there is no reason

why Alice should not trust the data store to provide accuratedata, or with integrity ensured through cheaper

constructs like simple MACs. However, WORM assurances at read time will likely be mandated in auditing

scenarios when regulatory parties (e.g., federal investigators) are performing in-house audits. In that case the

investigator’s clients’ hardware, likely a commercial x86-level CPU will handle the verification of WORM-related

VRDT signatures. Given the figures outlined in table IV, a throughput of over 2500-2600 verified reads per second

can be sustained.

In summary, the WORM layer (in a single-SCPU setting) can support per-second update rates of 450-500 in

sustained mode, 2000-2500 in bursts of no longer than 60-180minutes and 2500 reads (sustained). By construction
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these results naturally scale if multiple SCPUs are available.

For these throughputs it is likely that even for single-CPU (but especially for multi-CPU) systems, I/O seek and

transfer overheads are likely to constitute the main operational bottle-necks (and not the WORM layer). Typical

high-speed enterprise disks feature 3-4ms+ latencies for individual block disk access [88]. These times are twice

the projected average SCPU overheads and can become dominant, especially when considering fragmentation and

multi-block record accesses.

Expiration Cost Evaluation. In the following we explore the overheads introduced by the three record expiration

handling mechanisms discussed in Section IV-C.3. Specifically, here we are mainly concerned with I/O costs as

these are likely the main bottle-necks in accessing the externally-stored B-Tree. This is in contrast to the previous

section in which we explored the upper bounds of the supported transaction rates. We start by elaborating on the

costs of the three record expiration handling solutions.

(1) In the VEXP solution, the cost for an insertion is just the cost of thewrite operationT (x) we analyzed

above

TV EXP−ins(x) = T (x) = Tdatasig(x) + Tmetasig(x)

When the VEXP is depleted, the SCPU has to linearly scan the VRDT. Thus the amortized cost for a deletion is

TV EXP−del(x) =
Tscan

y

Tscan =
V RDTSize

diskbw

+
V RDTSize ∗ diskfrag ∗ diskseek

diskblocksize

whereTscan is the time-cost of scanning the VRDT,diskfrag is the disk fragmentation rate,diskbw, diskseek

represent the disk bandwidth and seek time respectively andy is the size of VEXP. For simplicity and illustration

purposes we assume that the record size is the same as the diskblock size (diskblocksize). This would correspond

to a deployment inside a block-level device stack.

(2) In thepre-sorted solution, every new record has to be inserted into the B-Tree as well (in addition to the

VRDT). The cost for an insertion becomes

Tpresorted−ins = Tdatasig + Tmetasig + Tseek + Ttrans + Tupdate

where we denote byTreeHeight the height of the B-Tree.

Tseek = diskseek ∗ TreeHeight

is the disk seek time for traveling from the B-Tree root to theleaf level to insert the new entry. The transfer time

for reading in the corresponding data blocks is

Ttrans =
diskblocksize ∗ TreeHeight

diskbw
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Fig. 9. Throughput variation (deferred hashing used) with database size and insertion/deletion ratio. Database sizesare 0.5M, 2M, 3M
records respectively. The hardware parameters are taken from Table IV with 4KB block size, 0.1% disk fragmentation, 2 milliseconds disk
seek time.

and

Tupdate =
diskblocksize ∗ TreeHeight

HashSpeed

is the cost for updating the “verifiable” [68] portion of the B-Tree (which involves one hash computation per

visited node), whereHashSpeed denotes the throughput of the deployed cryptographic hash function.

The cost of a deletion consists of the cost of reading in the sorted SNs from the B-Tree leaves (and then

inserting them into the VEXP structure):

Tpre−sorted del =
Ttrans list + Tupdate

y

whereTtrans list is the time for populating the VEXP with the read SNs.

(3) For the pre-sorted with buffering solution, compared with the simple pre-sorted solution, there is an additional

cost for maintaining the buffer. As a reminder, the buffer isused to cache the incoming write updates (to avoid

the direct B-Tree update cost each time). Periodically, theelements in the buffer are inserted in the B-Tree by

bulk-loading. The main cost component here lies in simply maintaining the chained hash checksum [78] that

enables the SCPU to verify the buffer’s integrity upon read.

Tbuffer−ins = Tpresorted−ins + Thash

whereThash is a constant time to recompute the new chained checksum for the newly inserted entry. The cost

for a deletion is the same as the simple pre-sorted solution.

In Figure 9 we depict the impact of the above expiration handling solutions in the maximum supported

throughput. The x-axis represents the ratio of record insert to (regulation-mandated) deletion rates. This effectively

models the “growth” rate of the system. If the insertion rateis higher than the corresponding expiration rates,

then the effective size of the data base is going to increase.The insertion/deletion rate ratio determines how fast

this happens.
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If the ratio is sub-unitary, the system effectively “empties”. In this case, it can be seen that up to around

a ration of 0.5, the pre-sorted methods do better than the VEXP solution. Between 0.5 and approx.1.7, the

VEXP mechanisms perform better but only for smaller database sizes (e.g., 0.5MB). On the other hand, for 2MB

databases for example, the VEXP curve lies below the pre-sorted curves. Starting from a ratio of1.7 onwards,

the VEXP solutions start to out-perform the pre-sorted variants for database sizes of under 2MB. At a ratio of

around2.7 this holds also for database sizes over 3MB.

Naturally these data points are quite instance and parameter specific, yet the intent is to illustrate the overall

behavior. As database size grows, the curves of the pre-sorted solutions mostly overlap, indicating that they are not

influenced much. On the other hand, the performance of the VEXP solution are dropping largely. The reason for

this is the increase in size of the VRDT, thus yielding more expensive scans thereof. Moreover it can be seen that

as the insertion/deletion ratio increases, the throughputof the two pre-sorted solutions drops and the throughput

of the VEXP solution increases. This is because pre-sorted solutions are paying more than the VEXP solution in

insertions. In other words, the larger the ratio is, the moreefficient it becomes to use the VEXP solution.

We note that the curves for the VEXP solutions and the pre-sorted variants intersect at certain points (depending

on the corresponding database sizes). This suggests the deployment of anadaptive solutionfor different inser-

tion/deletion ratios, choosing optimal expiration handling mechanisms. When the ratio is below certain thresholds

(which can be regarded as the expiration burst periods) the pre-sorted solutions outperform the VEXP solution.

As the ratio increases, VEXP features higher throughputs than the pre-sorted solutions. To prevent oscillations in

the adaptive switching right at the threshold, hysteresis mechanisms can be deployed. Moreover, abrupt changes

to the average insertion/deletion ratio are unlikely.

Note on buffering. Also, it seems that buffering does not help much in the pre-sorted buffered variant. Yet,

although the average throughput of the simple pre-sorted solution is always higher than the pre-sorted with

buffering, the later one can achieve higher instant throughput to serve insertion bursts. This might be essential in

certain applications where burst availability is paramount.

Note on throughputs. It is important to note that the throughputs discussed here include I/O costs, unlike the

throughputs discussed in the overall performance section where we chose to evaluate what potential transaction

rates the WORM-specific cryptographic operations can keep up with – yet did not consider the system-specific

I/O components. This is the reason why these values are lowerthan the theoretical upper-bound values in the

general performance section.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Recent compliance regulations are intended to foster and restore humans’ trust in digital information records

and, more broadly, in our businesses, hospitals, and educational enterprises. As increasing amounts of information

are created and live digitally, compliance storage will be avital tool in restoring this trust and ferreting out

corruption and data abuse at all levels of society.

In this paper we first identified essential vulnerabilities in existing regulatory compliance systems. We outlined

the requirement for strong mechanisms. We introduced a regulatory-compliant architecture offering strong Write
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Once Read Many assurances by leveraging tamper-proof hardware. We have shown the architecture to handle

throughput upper-bounds of over 2500 write transactions/second and unlimited reads.

In future research, it is important to explore traditional file system primitives layered on top of block-level

WORM assurances.
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